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IGV is setting on a solid growth
and strengthens the divisions IGV TESTLAB, IGV FOODTECH and IGV CAMPUS
As reaction on the actual market developments IGV GmbH will concentrate its future capacity
exclusively on the divisions IGV TESTLAB (test laboratory & analytics), IGV FOODTECH (bakery
technology, extrusion & milling/crushing) and IGV CAMPUS (academy & consulting).
TESTLAB and FOODTECH will strengthen their position on the market by the application of latest
analysers and expanded activities in the field of research. In the same time, IGV GmbH will expand
IGV CAMPUS.
Marketing-, sales- and management functions will be adapted to national and international market
dynamics. The responsible marketing- and innovations team will further support the development of
new customer oriented products and solutions and the quicker introduction of new products. .
IGV Biotech’s development and manufacturing of functional extracts from algae and plants will be
extended and transferred to the division IGV Foodtech. The photobioreactor engineering and
construction of IGV BIOTECH will be closed down.
„With our activities aiming on long-term growth our portfolio is better aligned on concrete marketand customer requirements and improves both sides efficiency. These steps confirm the engagement
of IGV as a partner for the food industry“, says Dr.-Ing. Katrin Schreiber, Managing Director of IGV
GmbH.

About IGV GmbH
IGV GmbH develops innovative products, plants and techniques for cereal processing, food and
related products. On the basis of experiences for decades and comprehensive competitiveness IGV
additionally offers various services for the food industry.
Since the foundation in 1960, IGV GmbH works in the industrial and public contract research. It offers
scientific-technical services for product- and process development, laboratory services, consulting
and initial and further training.
Focus of IGV FOODTECH are practice relevant product- and process innovations.
In connection with laboratory services of the special field IGV TESTLAB IGV offers highest product
security for customers in consideration of actual interests. The inserted quality standards are stateof-the-art.
The department IGV CAMPUS complete the subject oriented business fields with an ambitious
further education for the whole food line.
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